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Abstract
We dene the notion of indierent set with respect to a given class of f0;1g-
sequences. Roughly, for a set A in the class, a set of natural numbers I is indierent
for A with respect to the class if it does not matter how we change A at the positions
in I: the new sequence continues to be in the given class. We are especially interested
in studying those sets that are indierent with respect to classes containing dierent
types of stochastic sequences.
For the class of Martin-L of random sequences, we show that every random se-
quence has an innite indierent set and that there is no universal indierent set. We
show that indierent sets must be sparse, in fact sparse enough to decide the halting
problem. We prove the existence of co-c.e. indierent sets, including a co-c.e. set
that is indierent for every 2-random sequence with respect to the class of random
sequences.
For the class of absolutely normal numbers, we show that there are computable
indierent sets with respect to that class and we conclude that there is an absolutely
normal real number in every non-trivial many-one degree.
1 Introduction
Intuitively a random sequence A of 0s and 1s should be indistinguishable from one produced
by tossing a coin innitely many times and writing 0 if it comes up heads and 1 if it
comes up tails. Now, we can transform A by ipping any single bit, but the transformed
sequence continues to be random, since the notion of randomness does no depend on the
value of a single bit. Moreover, even with an intuitive and informal notion of randomness,
it is reasonable to think that replacing nitely many bits of A by arbitrary xed bits
would not turn A into a non-random sequence. However, changing innitely many bits
does not necessarily preserve randomness. Even if one keeps innitely many bits from the
original A, the transformed sequence may fail to be random. Indeed, suppose we transform
A = h0h1h2h3 ::: into ~ A = 0h10h30h5 ::: It is not reasonable to think that ~ A is random,
since all even positions are clearly predictable. This means that the set I = 2N is not
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1indierent for A, in the sense that it is not true that every B that agrees with A on the
positions of N n I is also random. Here, the problem seems to be that the set I of even
numbers is not sparse enough. On the other hand, any nite set D is indierent for A,
because every B that agrees with A on all the positions of N n D is also random.
Let us give a formal denition of the notion of indierent set. For any A;B 2 2! and a
further X  N, we say that A agrees with B on X if A(x) = B(x) for every x 2 X. Then
the sequence A is the same as B except, perhaps, at the positions not in X.
Denition 1. For a class C  2!, a set A 2 C and a further set I  N, we say that I is
indierent for A with respect to C if each set B that agrees with A on N n I is also in C.
In this case, we also say that I is C-indierent for A. We just say that I is C-indierent if
it is indierent for some A 2 C, and when the class C is clear from the context, we simply
say that I is indierent.
In this paper we tackle some questions related to the existence of indierent sets and we
investigate some of their computability theoretic properties. We are especially interested
in studying those sets that are indierent with respect to the class of Martin-L of random
sequences, but we also analyze indierent sets with respect to a much larger class: the
absolutely normal numbers.
In Section 3 we give some general examples of indierent sets with respect to some
common notions of Computability Theory.
In Section 4 we answer the rst fundamental question of whether there are innite
indierent sets with respect to the class of Martin-L of random sequences. More specically,
in Corollary 10 we prove that every random A has an A0-computable innite indierent
set. Taking A Martin-L of random and low, this implies that there is an innite 0
2 set I
that is indierent for a A. In Theorem 11 we show that I may be chosen in such a way
that every set B that agrees with A on N n I is GL1 and in Theorem 13 we prove that,
roughly speaking, the set I may also contain blocks of every length. This last result may
seem contrary to our intuition that an indierent set I should be sparse, since it is not
necessary for every two single elements of I to be very far apart one from the other. We
also prove that there is no single universal indierent set: Theorem 14 shows that for every
indierent I there is a random for which I is not indierent.
As we mentioned above, one suspects that indierent sets must be sparse in some way.
Section 5 makes this precise. Let I be an innite set and view it as the range of a strictly
increasing function p: N ! N. Theorem 16 states that if I is a co-c.e. indierent set (the
existence of these sets is shown in Section 6), then p dominates every partial recursive
function, so I is quite sparse. Dropping the condition that I is co-c.e., we can still show
that function n 7! p(n2) dominates every partial recursive function. From this, we conclude
in Corollary 18 that p dominates every total recursive function (so I is dominant) and that
I T ;0.
Once we know that there are innite indierent sets in 0
2, a natural question is whether
there are, for instance, c.e. or co-c.e. indierent sets with respect to the class of Martin-
L of random sequences. No c.e. set can be dominant, ruling out one possibility. Section 6
2explores co-c.e. indierent sets. In Theorem 19 it is shown that every low Martin-L of
random sequence has a co-c.e. indierent set and in Corollary 23 we show that there is
a co-c.e. set indierent for every 2-random sequence (still with respect to the class of
Martin-L of random sequences), hence for almost every sequence.
In Section 7 we turn our attention to the class of absolutely normal reals, a notion of
randomness much weaker than Martin-L of randomness. Absolutely normal reals are those
that satisfy the law of large numbers, in a generalized sense (see page 20 for the formal
denition). Using a proof technique similar to the one used for the proof of Theorems 11
and 21, we conclude in Corollary 25 that there is a computable set I that is indierent
for a computable A with respect to the class of absolutely normal reals. This implies that
there are absolutely normal reals in every non-trivial many-one degree (Corollary 26), a
situation that is clearly false for Martin-L of randomness.
2 Basic denitions
In general, we use the notation and terminology adopted by Robert I. Soare in [14] and we
follow the terminology created by him for 0
n, 0
n and 0
n sets [15, 16].
If A is a set of natural numbers then A(x) = 1 if x 2 A; otherwise A(x) = 0. For
A  N, A denotes N n A. We denote by A  n the string of length n that consists
of the bits A(0):::A(n   1). For n0;:::;nk dierent numbers in f0;:::;jj   1g and
h0;:::;hk 2 f0;1g we denote by [n0   h0;:::;nk   hk] the string  of length jj such
that (n) = (n) if n = 2 fn0;:::;nkg and (ni) = hi for all i 2 f0;:::;kg.
For  2 2<! and X 2 2! we write   X to mean that  is a prex of X. For  2 2<!,
let [] = fX 2 2!:   Xg be the basic open set generated by .
Let Ve;s = f: jj  s^(9 2 We;s)   g and Pe;s = f: jj = s^ = 2 Ve;sg, where We
is the e-th c.e. set. Then the e-th 0
1-class Ve and the e-th 0
1-class Pe will be represented
by (Ve;s) and (Pe;s) respectively, so that Ve =
S
s[Ve;s] and Pe =
T
s[Pe;s].
Let C  2! and  2 2!. We dene Cj = fX 2 2!: X 2 Cg. We denote with : 2! !
R the usual Lebesgue measure in the Cantor space. Notice that (Cj) = 2jj
 
C \ []
.
We will repeatedly use the following result (a proof can be found in [12]):
Lemma 2 (Lebesgue density theorem). Let C be a measurable subset of 2! with (C) > 0,
and let  < 1. Then there exists  2 2<! such that (Cj)  .
A measurable set C has density d at X if limn (Cj(X  n)) = d: Dene
(C) = fX 2 2
!: C has density 1 at Xg:
For Theorem 22 we will also use the following result (see also [12] for a proof):
Lemma 3 (Full Lebesgue density theorem). If C is measurable then so is (C) and
((C n (C)) [ ((C) n C)) = 0:
3A machine M is prex-free if the domain of M is an antichain under the prex relation
of strings, that is, if  is in the domain of M then no proper extension may also be in
it. Let (Md)d2N be an eective listing of all prex-free machines. The universal prex-free
machine U is given by UA(0d1) = MA
d (): Let K: 2<! ! N be the prex Kolmogorov
complexity, that is,
K() = minfjj: U() = g:
Martin-L of [10] introduced a notion of randomness that has been widely accepted in
the eld. A ML-test is a uniformly c.e. sequence (Gi)i2N of sets Gi  2<! such that

 
[Gi]
 2 i. A set A 2 2! fails the test if A 2
T
i[Gi], otherwise A passes the test. A
is Martin-L of random if A passes each ML-test. Let MLR denote the class of Martin-L of
random sequences. In this paper we will just call them random sequences.
Schnorr [13] found a characterization of the random sequences in terms of the prex
Kolmogorov complexity. This characterization is here used in place of the original deni-
tion: A is random if and only if
(9c)(8n) K(A  n) > n   c:
Hence random sets have highly incompressible prexes. For each b 2 N, dene
Rb = f 2 2
<!: K()  jj   bg:
Then it can be shown that
T
b[Rb] = 2! n MLR and 
 
[Rb]
 2 b. Therefore, (Rb)b2N
is a universal Martin-L of test, and for every A 2 MLR there is a large enough b such that
A is in the 0
1-class 2! n [Rb].
Observe that any nite I is trivially indierent for any random A. Indeed, there are
2kIk many B 2 2! that agree with A on I and for any such B we can compute A  n from
B  n using only the values of A on I. Hence for any such B there is d 2 N such that
(8n) K(A  n)  K(B  n) + d, and so B is also random.
3 Indierent sets in general
Many classes of interest in Computability Theory are invariant over nite changes. For
example, any nite variation of a computable set is also computable. Hence any nite
set is indierent with respect to the class of computable sets. And the same happens, for
example with the class of non-computable or c.e. sets. The notion of indierent set is really
interesting when it is innite. Therefore, all the classes that will be shown to have innite
indierent sets are non-countable.
The following straightforward result states some simple conditions for a class C to
guarantee that every member of C will have an innite C-indierent set.
Proposition 4. Let C  2! containing no nite sets be such that for all innite sets A
and B, if A 2 C and B  A then B 2 C. Then every set of C has an innite C-indierent
set.
4Proof. Let A 2 C. Dene I as any innite set such that I  A such that A n I is innite.
Let us see that I is C-indierent for A. Suppose B agrees with A on I. On the one hand,
since A\I is innite and coincides with B \I then B is also innite. On the other hand,
B  A (Take x 2 B. If x 2 I, then x 2 A because A and B agree on x. If x 2 I then
x 2 A by the choice of I.) Since C is downward closed over inclusion on innite sets, we
conclude B 2 C.
The above proposition can be used to show some examples of indierent sets with
respect to common notions of Computability Theory. We rst recall some denitions. A
set is immune if it is innite but contains no innite c.e. set. If A = fa0 < a1 < a2 < :::g
then the principal function of A, pA, is dened as pA(n) = an. An innite set A is
hyperimmune if there is no computable function f such that f(x)  pA(x) for all x. An
innite set is dense immune if there is no computable function f such that f(x)  pA(x)
for innitely many x. A set A is cohesive if it is innite and there is no c.e. set W such
that W \ A and W \ A are both innite.
Corollary 5. Every member of the following classes has an innite indierent set with
respect to that class:
1. The class of immune sets.
2. The class of hyperimmune sets.
3. The class of dense immune sets.
4. The class of cohesive sets.
Proof. We only have to verify that the classes enumerated satisfy the conditions of Propo-
sition 4. It is straightforward to see that no nite set belongs to any of the listed classes
and that these classes are downward closed over inclusion restricted to innite sets.
The following result illustrates how one can slightly modify the proof of Proposition 4
to show other examples of classes which admit, for each member, an innite indierent set.
Proposition 6. Every member of the class of non-immune innite sets has an innite
computable indierent set with respect to that class.
Proof. Suppose A is innite and not immune. Then A contains an innite c.e. set W.
Let x0;x1;x2;::: be a computable one-one enumeration of W. Dene I as any innite
computable subset of fx2i : i 2 Ng. Now, if B agrees with A on I then B includes the
innite c.e. set fx2i+1 : i 2 Ng, and hence is not immune.
Yet another example is the following:
Proposition 7. For any c.e. W, every member of the class fA : W m Ag has a com-
putable innite indierent set with respect to that class.
5Proof. Let W be a c.e. set and let C = fA : W m Ag. Take A 2 C and suppose f is a
computable function such that x 2 W i f(x) 2 A for all x.
If W 2 f;;Ng then W m A via g(x) = f(0) and therefore N n f0g is C-indierent
for A. Suppose W is computable dierent from ; and N and let a 2 W and b = 2 W. In
this case, W m A via g(x) = f(a) if x 2 W and g(x) = f(b) otherwise. In this case,
N n ff(a);f(b)g is C-indierent for A.
Finally, suppose f(W) is innite and let a 2 W. Since W is c.e., f(W) also is, and
then there is an innite computable set C  f(W). One can verify that W m A via
g(x) = f(a) if f(x) 2 C and g(x) = f(x) otherwise. In this case, Cnff(a)g is C-indierent
for A.
4 Indierent sets and autoreducibility
In this section we introduce the notion of autoreducibility and in Theorem 9 we show that
every non autoreducible set belonging to a 0
1-class P has an innite P-indierent set.
In Proposition 8 we show that no random is autoreducible [17]. This implies that every
random has an indierent set.
Trahtenbrot introduced in [17] the notion of autoreducibility. A set A is autoreducible
if A is redundant in the sense that for each x, one can determine A(x) via queries to A
other than x. More precisely, there is a Turing functional  such that
(8x) A(x) = 
Anfxg(x):
For example, the set B  B is autoreducible, for each set B. Thus, each many-one degree
contains an autoreducible set, and each c.e. many-one degree contains a c.e. autoreducible
set. However, not all c.e. sets are autoreducible, as Ladner [8] showed that there is a non
autoreducible c.e. set of degree 00.
Our intuition is that being random is incompatible with having redundancy. Ran-
dom sets live up to our expectations here. Trahtenbrot [17] showed that no Kolmogorov{
Loveland stochastic sequence can be autoreducible, hence no random sequence can be. We
prove this for completeness.
Proposition 8. Suppose there is an innite computable set B and a functional  such
that A(x) = Anfxg(x) for all x 2 B. Then A is not random.
Proof. For simplicity, assume that 0 2 B. Let ui be the use of Anfig(i). Let b0 = 0 and
bi+1 = minfb 2 B: b > max(ui;bi)g and let i = A(bi + 1):::A(bi+1   1). There is a
prex-free machine M that on input k = 0jkj1k01 :::k 1 computes
A(b0)0A(b1)1 :::A(bk 1)k 1 = A  bk:
(Note that we identify k with its binary code and write jkj or logk to denote the length
of this code.) The idea is that we rst obtain k from the input k and then at each step
6i = 0;:::;k   1 we calculate i = A  bi leaving unread a portion i = i :::k 1 of the
input. Start with 0 = 01 :::k 1 and 0 = ;. To compute A(bi), we nd the least s
such that i0i
s (i) #. Once we nd it, we know that i0i
s (bi) = A(bi) and we only have
read a prex i of i0i. Since jij = ubi, we can compute bi+1 and then obtain i from
i (just take the initial bi+1   bi   1 bits from i). At this point we know i = A  bi, we
calculated A(bi) and we read from the input i = A(bi +1):::A(bi+1  1). Then we dene
i+1 = iA(bi)i = A  bi+1 and leave an unread input i+1 = i+1 :::k 1. We nally
output k having read all the input k. Hence M is prex-free and there is c such that for
all k,
K(A  bk)  2logk + bk   k + c;
and so we conclude that A is not random.
The next result shows the existence of innite indierent sets in a general setting.
Theorem 9. Let P be a 0
1-class and suppose A 2 P is not autoreducible. Then there is
an innite set I T A0 such that I is indierent for A with respect to P.
Proof. Let (Ps)s2N be a recursive approximation of the given 0
1-class P =
T
s[Ps]. First
let us show that there is a number n such that the singleton set fng is P-indierent for
A. Assume not, then, for each x, one of A and A[x   1   A(x)] (the set where the bit
in position x has ipped) is not on P. This allows us to compute A(x) from A n fxg, as
follows: Search for s > x such that A[x   1]  s = 2 Ps or A[x   0]  s = 2 Ps. If the rst
case applies output 0, otherwise output 1.
An innite set I = fn0 < n1 < :::g that is P-indierent for A can now be computed
inductively. Suppose we already have an indierent set fn0 < ::: < nkg. Then A is a
member of the 0
1-class
Qk = fY : Y  nk + 1 = A  nk + 1 ^ (8h0;:::;hk 2 f0;1g)
Y [n0   h0;:::;nk   hk] 2 Pg:
Now, by the argument above let nk+1 be an Qk-indierent point for A. Then nk+1 > nk
since all Y 2 Qk extend A  nk + 1.
To see that the whole set I is P-indierent for A, we use that P is closed: suppose that
Y is obtained from A by replacing the bit A(ni) by hi. For each k, the set Yk = A[n0  
h0;:::;nk   hk] is in P, and the distance d(Yk;Y ) is at most 2 nk+1. Here the distance
is dened in the following way: for X;Y 2 2!, if X = Y then d(X;Y ) = 0, otherwise
d(X;Y ) = 2 n, where n is minimal such that X(n) 6= Y (n) (it is known that (2!;d) is a
metric space). Thus Y 2 P.
Finally, we verify that I T A0: let Q 1 = P. To compute n0;n1;::: inductively, note
that for k   1, nk+1 may be dened as the least n such that
(8s) (A[n   0]  s 2 Qk;s ^ A[n   1]  s 2 Qk;s):
where (Qk;s)s2N is a computable approximation of Qk =
T
s[Qk;s].
Hence nk+1 can be computed from an index for the 0
1-class Qk using A0 as an oracle.
Next we may nd an index for Qk+1 using A.
7Corollary 10. Every random set A has an A0-computable innite MLR-indierent set.
Proof. For any random A, choose b large enough such that A 2 2!n[Rb]. By Proposition 8,
A is not autoreducible, so by Theorem 9, A has an A0-computable innite MLR-indierent
set.
By the Low Basis Theorem [6], there is a random set that is low. The above corollary
implies that every low random A has an innite 0
2 MLR-indierent set I. In fact, this las
assertion will be improved in Theorem 19.
The following theorem proves in a dierent way the existence of such I but it also
guarantees that any set B agreeing with A on I is GL1 (that is, B0 T B  ;0).
Theorem 11. There is an innite 0
2 set I and a low A 2 MLR such that I is MLR-
indierent for A. Furthermore, if B 2 2! agrees with A on I, then B is GL1.
Proof. Let P = 2!n[Rb] for some b. Clearly, P is a 0
1-class such that ; 6= P  MLR. The
idea is to start with Q0 = P and nd a string  such that ((Q0j0) \ (Q0j1)) > 0. This
means that there are two random sets of the form 0X and 1X, so we dene A starting
with 0 and we let jj be the rst indierent point (corresponding to the position of the last
0). We can go on in the same way with the 0
1-class Q1 = (Q0j0)\(Q0j1). To guarantee
that any B 2 2! that agrees with A on I is also GL1, instead of considering always
Qs+1 = (Qsj0)\(Qsj1) (for the last  chosen), sometimes we consider Qs+1 as a subtree
of (Qsj0)\(Qsj1) such that either (8X 2 Qs+1) JX(e) # or (8X 2 Qs+1) JX(e) ", for
some   B that depends on e. Here JA(x) is the jump of A, that is JA(x) = fxgA(x).
Since ;0 can decide which of the two cases holds, we have that B is GL1.
Construction. We construct A = 001020::: and I = fn0;n1;n2 :::g by stages.
 Step 0. Let Q0 = P.
 Step 2e + 1. Dene e as the least  such that (Q2ej) > 1=2. Dene the e-
th indierent point as ne = e +
P
je jjj. Also dene the new 0
1-class Q2e+1 =
(Q2ej0) \ (Q2ej1).
 Step 2e + 2. Let T e
0 = Q2e+1 and for i 2 f0;:::;2e+1   1g let e
i be the i-th string of
length e + 1. For all i = 0;:::;2e+1   1, do the following:
1. Let e
i = (A  ne)0[n0   e
i(0);:::;ne   e
i(e)], that is, e
i coincides with
(A  ne)0 except at the indierent points dened so far, n0;:::;ne, where it has
the bits e
i(0);:::;e
i(e).
2. If T e
i \ fX: Je
i X(e) "g 6= ; then T e
i+1 = T e
i \ fX: Je
i X(e) "g. Otherwise
T e
i+1 = T e
i .
Finally, let Q2e+2 = T e
2e+1.
8Verication. Notice that
1=2 < (Q2ej)
= ((Q2ej0) + (Q2ej1))=2
and so (Q2ej0) + (Q2ej1) > 1, which implies (Q2e+1) > 0. Observe also that
Q2e+2  Q2e+1 and (A  ne)0Q2e+1  P. In the odd steps we guarantee that for all
h0;:::;he 2 f0;1g,
(A  ne)0[n0   h0;:::;ne   he]Q2e+1  P:
Since (A  ne)0Q2e+2 is a nonempty 0
1-class included in P, it does not have measure zero.
Indeed, suppose by contradiction that it has measure zero. Then (A  ne)0Q2e+2 would
induce a ML-test and all elements in (A  ne)0Q2e+2 would be non-random, contradicting
the fact that (A  ne)0Q2e+2  P  MLR. So ((A  ne)0Q2e+2) > 0 and Lemma 2 may
be safely applied in the odd steps. Clearly A 2 P and hence it is random. By construction,
if B 2 2! agrees with A on I then B 2 P, and hence it is random.
At step 2e + 1, we have a computable approximation of Q2e =
T
i Q2e;i. Observe that
(Q2ej) > 1=2 is equivalent to (8i) (Q2e;ij) > 1=2 and therefore ;0 can nd  in the
odd steps. At step 2e + 2, ;0 can also construct Q2e+2, since T e
i \ fX: Je
i X(e) "g is a
0
1-class. Hence, A is 0
2.
Suppose B 2 2! agrees with A on I. To determine if e 2 B0, we consider Q2e+2, and i
such that i(j) = B(nj) for 0  j  e and e
i as in the construction. Notice that e
i  B
by hypothesis. At that stage of the construction, there are two possibilities:
 If Ti \ fX: Je
i X(e) "g 6= ; then Ti+1 = Ti \ fX: Je
i X(e) "g. Hence (8X 2
Ti+1) Je
i X(e) " and, since Q2e+2  Ti+1, we have (8X 2 Q2e+2) Je
i X(e) ". Since
B 2 e
iQ2e+2, we conclude JB(e) ".
 Else, Ti \ fX: Je
i X(e) "g = ; and Ti+1 = Ti. Thus (8X 2 Q2e+2) Je
i X(e) # and
hence JB(e) #.
Since Ti \ fX: JX(e) "g is a 0
1-class, we can decide if it is empty or not, using ;0. So
B0 T B  ;0. For B = A we obtain that A is low, since A T ;0.
We mentioned in the introduction that it is reasonable to think that the elements of an
innite MLR-indierent set should be sparse. In the next section we make this intuition
precise. For now, we prove that there are innite MLR-indierent sets consisting of blocks
of bits of arbitrary length. This means that the indierent points need not be dispersed;
one can have large groups of consecutive indierent points (of course, these groups will
be dispersed). To prove this result, we apply the same reasoning used in the proof of
Theorem 11. We rst need an auxiliary lemma that follows easily from Lemma 2.
Lemma 12. Let C be a measurable set of 2! with (C) > 0. For any k > 0 there exists a
string  such that 
T
jj=k Cj

> 0.
9Proof. We know that for any  we have
(Cj) =
X
jj=k

 
(Cj) \ []

= 2
 k X
jj=k
(Cj)
and
X
jj=k
(Cj) = 2
k  
X
jj=k
(2
! n (Cj))  2
k   1 + 
0
@
\
jj=k
Cj
1
A:
Therefore, for any  we have 2k(Cj)  2k   1 + 
T
jj=k Cj

. By Lemma 2, there is
a string  such that (Cj) > 1   2 k. For such  we have
2
k   1 + 
0
@
\
jj=k
Cj
1
A > 2
k(1   2
 k)
and so 
T
jj=k Cj

> 0.
Theorem 13. Let (ki)i2N be a 0
2 sequence of natural numbers greater than 0. There is a
set I  N such that:
 I has disjoint blocks of consecutive numbers of length ki, i.e.
I =
[
i
fni;:::;ni + ki   1g
for a sequence (ni)i2N such that ni + ki   1 < ni+1 for all i.
 I is as in Theorem 11.
Proof. Follow the proof of Theorem 11 to dene A = 00k010k120k2 ::: At step 2e + 1
nd  least such that 
T
jj=ke Q2ej

> 0. The existence of this  is guaranteed by
Lemma 12. At stage 2e + 1 dene Q2e+1 =
T
jwj=ke Q2ejw. At stage 2e + 2 consider each
string e
i of length
P
je kj and proceed in the same way.
An interesting question is whether there is a universal indierent set I with respect to
the class of random sequences, in the sense that I is MLR-indierent for every random A.
We close this section by showing that there is no such universal indierent set. In Section 6
we will produce an innite set I that is MLR-indierent for all 2-random sequences, hence
for almost all random sequences.
Theorem 14. For every innite set I, there is a random for which I is not MLR-indierent.
10Proof. On the one hand, van Lambalgen [18, 19] showed that if A is random then B is A-
random if and only if BA is random. On the other hand, the Ku cera-G acs Theorem [7, 5]
states that every set is weak truth-table reducible to a random set.
Let J = I \2N and assume kJk = 1 (the argument is similar if kI \(2N+1)k = 1).
By the Ku cera-G acs Theorem we take a random A wtt J. We also take a set B that is
A-random. By the result of van Lambalgen, B  A is random.
Now, let ~ B 2 2! be such that ~ B(i) = 0 for all i 2 J=2 and ~ B(i) = B(i) for all i = 2 J=2.
Since A wtt J, it is clear that ~ B cannot be A-random. Again by van Lambalgen's result,
~ B  A is not random.
Observe that B  A and ~ B  A dier at most at the positions of J. So J (and hence
I) is not MLR-indierent for A  B.
5 The sparseness of indierent sets
We now prove that indierent sets are sparse. Let I  N be innite and let p: N ! N
be strictly increasing such that rangep = I. Recall that I is hyperimmune if it is not
dominated by a total recursive function. It is dominant if it dominates every total recursive
function. We say that p: N ! N is partial dominant if for any partial recursive function
 ,
(8
1b)[ (b) # )  (b)  p(b)]:
Note that if p is partial dominant, then p T ;0. This is immediate because b 2 ;0 i
b 2 ;0
p(b), except for nitely many b.
We show that any innite MLR-indierent set I is dominant and complete (i.e., com-
putes ;0), and that if I is also assumed to be co-c.e., then it must be partial dominant. To
warm up, we prove that indierent sets are hyperimmune.
Theorem 15. Any innite MLR-indierent set is hyperimmune.
Proof. Suppose I is MLR-indierent for some random A and assume for a contradiction
that I is not hyperimmune. Then there exists a strictly increasing computable function
f : N ! N such that I\ff(j);:::;f(j+1) 1g 6= ; for all j (this follows from [14, Theorem
2.3]).
Let mj = minI \ ff(j);:::;f(j + 1)   1g and let B 2 2! be dened in the following
way:
B(i) =
8
> <
> :
A(i) if i = 2 fm0;m1;m2;:::g;
A(i) if i = mj and kA \ ff(j);:::;f(j + 1)   1gk is odd;
1   A(i) if i = mj and kA \ ff(j);:::;f(j + 1)   1gk is even:
That is, we dene B like A but we ip at most one bit in every block starting at position
f(j) and ending at position f(j+1) 1 so that B has always an odd number of 1s in every
such block. By hypothesis, B is also random.
11We claim that B is autoreducible. To compute B(x) from B n fxg, nd j such that
f(j)  x < f(j + 1). If k(B n fxg) \ ff(j);:::;f(j + 1)   1gk is odd, then B(x) = 0.
Otherwise, B(x) = 1. But Proposition 8 states that B cannot be both random and
autoreducible, so we have a contradiction.
To some extent, this result conrms our intuition that MLR-indierent sets must be
sparse. In the special case where I is co-c.e.|which we will show to be possible in the next
section|we can prove a much stronger sparseness condition.
Theorem 16. If I be an innite co-c.e. MLR-indierent set, then it is partial dominant.
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that A(i) = 0 for i 2 I. Let p: N ! N
be strictly increasing such that rangep = I. Suppose   is a partial recursive function. Fix
b such that  (b) # and  (b) > p(b), and let ~ b = kI \f0;:::; (b) 1gk. Notice that ~ b  b.
To describe A   (b) we need to code b, ~ b and the  (b)  ~ b bits A(j), for 0  j <  (b)
and j = 2 I in a prex way. The procedure for computing A   (b) from those parameters
is the following:
1. Read b and ~ b, and calculate  (b).
2. Enumerate the complement of I until we see  (b)  ~ b elements in f0;:::; (b)   1g,
i.e. nd the least stage s such that kIs \ f0;:::; (b)   1gk =  (b)   ~ b. Once we
reach this stage, no more elements will be enumerated into I \ f0;:::; (b)   1g, so
(8t  s) kIt \ f0;:::; (b)   1gk =  (b)  ~ b:
3. Copy the rest of the  (b) ~ b bits from the input and interleave 0 in each position of
Is \ f0;:::; (b)   1g.
We use 2jbj+1 bits to describe  (b), we use 2j~ bj+1 bits to describe ~ b, and we use  (b) ~ b
bits to describe the needed bits of A. Hence there is a constant c such that
K(A   (b))  2logb + 2log~ b +  (b)  ~ b + c
 4log~ b +  (b)  ~ b + c:
Since A is random, ~ b   4log~ b  d for some constant d. This is possible for only nitely
many ~ bs, and therefore for only nitely many bs.
It is open whether every innite MLR-indierent set is partial dominant. We come close
in the next theorem. Our coding method is not very sophisticated; we use our control over
an unknown subset of size n2=2 to code 2logn   1 bits of information. A cleverer coding
method might be able to code more with control over fewer bits, but the present result is
sucient to prove that indierent sets are quite sparse and that they decide the halting
problem.
12Theorem 17. Let I be an innite MLR-indierent set. Let p: N ! N be strictly increasing
such that rangep = I. Then for any partial recursive function  ,
(8
1b)

 (b) # )  (b)  p(b
2)

:
Proof. Choose a Marin-L of random sequence A for which I is indierent. Assume, for a
contradiction, that (91b)  (b) #> p(b2). We inductively dene a sequence fn0;n1;:::g as
follows. Choose n0 such that  (n0) #> p(n2
0). Once ni has been dened, choose ni+1 such
that n2
i+1  2( (ni) + 2blognic   1) and  (ni+1) #> p(n2
i+1).
Now we will dene a sequence B that agrees with A on I, but which will turn out not
to be random. We dene B in stages. At the end of stage i, we will have determined
B  ( (ni) + 2blognic   1). Since  (ni+1) > p(n2
i+1), when we dene B   (ni+1) at stage
i + 1, we have at least
n
2
i+1   ( (ni) + 2blognic   1)  n
2
i+1   n
2
i+1=2
= n
2
i+1=2
positions of I to work with. This is enough to control the value of
kB   (ni+1)k (mod bn
2
i+1=2c);
which in turn is enough to code 2blogni+1c   1 bits, so we can let B agree with A on
f (ni+1);:::; (ni+1) + 2blogni+1c   2g and dene B   (ni+1) so that kB   (ni+1)k
(mod bn2
i+1=2c) codes these bits.
Now let us estimate the complexity of B  ( (ni) + 2blognic   1). We can describe
ni in logni + 2loglogni + O(1) bits. Then we can calculate  (ni) and read in the bits
of B   (ni). From kB   (ni)k (mod bn2
i=2c), we can determine the remaining bits of
B  ( (ni) + 2blognic   1). Therefore, there is a c such that
K(B  ( (ni) + 2blognic   1))   (ni) + logni + 2loglogni + c:
If B were random, then logni   2loglogni would be bounded above by a constant. This
is possible for only nitely many ni, hence B is not random and I is not an indierent
sequence for A.
Corollary 18. If I is an innite MLR-indierent set, then I is dominant and I T ;0.
Proof. Let p: N ! N be strictly increasing such that rangep = I. Let f be a total recursive
function. Dene g(b) = maxff(0);:::;f((b+1)2 1)g. By Theorem 17, g(b)  p(b2), except
for nitely many b. For any a 2 N, let b be the least integer such that a < (b + 1)2. So
a  b2. Then f(a)  g(b)  p(b2)  p(a), except for nitely many a. Thus, I is dominant.
To see that I T ;0, note that b 2 ;0 i b 2 ;0
p(b2), except for nitely many b.
136 Co-c.e. indierent sets
We mentioned in Section 1 that every nite set is trivially MLR-indierent. By the results
of the previous section, we know that there are 0
2 innite MLR-indierent sets. We
wonder if there are, for example, innite c.e. indierent sets for the class of Martin-L of
random sequences. Theorem 15 answers this question negatively because no c.e. set can
be hyperimmune. On the other hand, there are innite co-c.e. MLR-indierent sets.
Theorem 19. Every low random set A has an innite co-c.e. MLR-indierent set.
Proof. The set
L = fhk;ni : (9m  k) K(A  m)  m + ng
is c.e. relative to A and hence 0
2. It is known that A is Martin-L of random if and only
if limn K(A  n)   n = 1 (this follows, for example from the result of Miller and Yu [11]
stating that
P
n 2n K(Zn) < 1 for each Martin-L of random Z). Then for each n there is
k such that hk;2ni = 2 L. Furthermore, there is a function f  ;0 such that hf(n);2ni = 2 L,
i.e.
(8m  f(n)) K(A  m)   m > 2n:
Having f, there is a co-c.e. set I =
T
s Is such that p(n), the n-th element of I, satises
p(n)  f(n). Given m, let m = A(p(0))A(p(1)):::A(p(nm   1)) where nm = maxfi :
p(i)  mg. On the one hand, since jmj = nm and m  f(nm), there is a constant c such
that for all m,
K(m)  2nm + c
< K(A  m)   m + c
On the other hand, from a program for computing B  m and a program for computing
m, one can compute A  m in the following way: rst obtain B  m and m. Then
obtain m and nm = jmj. Find s such that kIs \ f0;:::;mgk = nm. The nm elements of
Is \ f0;:::;mg are p(0);p(1);:::;p(nm   1), and A(p(i)) = (i), for i 2 f0;:::;nm   1g.
Since B  m diers from A  m at most in the positions p(0);p(1);:::;p(nm   1), we can
compute A  m from all the data already computed. Therefore, there is a constant d such
that for all m,
K(A  m)  K(B  m) + K(m) + d
< K(B  m) + K(A  m)   m + c + d:
This implies that K(B  m) > m   (c + d) for all m and hence B is also random.
An interesting open question is whether Chaitin's 
 has an innite co-c.e. indierent
set.
For the case of a general 0
1-class P of positive measure, one can also prove that there
are innite co-c.e. P-indierent sets. We begin with an easy lemma.
14Lemma 20. Let C be a measurable subset of 2!. If (Cj0) + (Cj1) > 1 then for all n
there exists  of length n such that (Cj0) + (Cj1) > 1.
Proof. For n = 1, suppose (Cj00) + (Cj01)  1 and (Cj10) + (Cj11)  1. Then
2  (Cj00) + (Cj01) + (Cj10) + (Cj11)
= 2((Cj0) + (Cj1))
> 2;
and this is a contradiction, so (Cj00) + (Cj01) > 1 or (Cj10) + (Cj11) > 1.
Hence, by a simple induction we can prove that for any n, there is  of length n such that
(Cj0) + (Cj1) > 1.
Theorem 21. Let P be a 0
1-class of positive measure. There is an innite co-c.e. set that
is P-indierent for a 0
2 set A.
Proof. We use the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 11, but instead of using ;0 to nd
(in the odd stages) some  such that (Qij0) + (Qij1) > 1, for some 0
1-class Qi, we
nd the rst  in the lexicographic order such that (Qi;sj0) + (Qi;sj1) > 1, where
(Qi;s)s2N is a recursive approximation of Qi. Hence, we do not need ;0 anymore and we
enumerate I, restraining ourselves from putting into I those positions that are candidates
for indierent points. We use a marker ni to indicate the candidate for the i-th indierent
point. Each time some marker nj has to grow, we ensure that all nk for k > j are properly
shifted. By Lemma 20, each marker is moved nitely often, so I is well dened and I is
innite. Construction. Let (Ps)s2N be a recursive approximation of the given 0
1-class
P =
T
s[Ps]. We computably enumerate I =
S
s Is and we dene a 0
2-approximation of
A.
 Step 0. Let I0 = f0g and A0 = ;.
 Step s + 1.
1. Let Q0;s = [Ps] and n 1;s = 0.
2. Dene As = 0;s01;s0:::s;s0 in the following way: for i = 0;:::;s:
(a) Let i;s be the least string in Qi;s such that
i. (Qi;sji;s0) + (Qi;sji;s1) > 1 and
ii. i +
P
ji jj;sj = 2 Is
(b) Set Qi+1;s = (Qi;sji;s0) \ (Qi;sji;s1).
3. Dene the rst s + 1 candidates for indierent points at stage s + 1 as
ni;s = i +
X
ji
jj;sj
(for i = 0;:::;s).
154. Dene
Is+1 = Is [
[
0is
fni 1;s + 1;:::;ni;s   1g:
Verication. Observe that conditions of steps 2(a)i and 2(a)ii are computable because
Qi;s is clopen. This is the main dierence with respect to the construction of Theorem 11;
we are forced to consider candidates for the indierent points, which may change in further
stages. Let us analyze the marker n0;s for successive stages s = 0;1;2;::: By Lemma 2
there is a , such that (Pj) > 1=2 and hence (Pj0) + (Pj1) > 1. We also know
by Lemma 20 that there are extensions of  of every length with the same property. The
construction will eventually nd some such extension. That is, there is a stage s0 such that
for all t  s0, (Q0;tj0;t0)+(Q0;tj0;t1) > 1 and the marker for the rst indierent point
is stable from stage s0 on, i.e. 0;t = 0;s0 and n0;t = n0;s0 = 2 It. Therefore n0;s0 is the rst
indierent point. By construction we guarantee that (Q1;t) > 0 for all t  s0 and then we
can repeat the argument for the candidate to the second indierent point. By induction it
can be shown that every marker will be changed nitely often, that is for each i  0 there
is a stage si such that for all t  si, i;t = i;si and ni;t = n0;si = 2 It. Since each time we
detect two consecutive candidates for indierent points ni;s, ni+1;s we enumerate into I all
n such that ni;s < n < ni+1;s, we nally have I = fn0;s0;n1;s1;n2;s2;:::g. By construction,
I is an innite co-c.e. set indierent for the set A = 0;s001;s102;s20 = lims As 2 P.
Theorem 21 constructs a co-c.e. that is P-indierent for a single 0
2 sequence in P. One
can modify the proof to obtain a co-c.e. set that is P-indierent for most sequences in P.
Theorem 22. For any " > 0 and any 0
1-class P, there is an innite co-c.e. set I such
that
(fA 2 P: I is not P-indierent for Ag) < ":
Proof. The construction is similar to the one from Theorem 21. Let (Ps)s2N be a recursive
approximation of the given 0
1-class P =
T
s Ps, where Ps = [Ps]. We computably
enumerate I =
S
s Is.
 Step 0. Let I0 = f0g.
 Step s + 1. Let n 1;s = 0. For i = 0;:::;s dene ni;s, the new marker for the i-th
indierent point, as the least number n > ni 1;s such that
1. n = 2 Is and
2. (fA 2 Ps: (Psj(A  n)) < 1   2 2i 3g) < 2 2i 3.
Dene
Is+1 = Is [
[
0is
fni 1;s + 1;:::;ni;s   1g:
16Verication. Let us see that ni;s, the candidate for the i-th indierent point, eventually
stabilizes. By Lemma 3, there is a ki such that for all k  ki,
(fA 2 P: (Pj(A  k)) < 1   2
 2i 3g) < 2
 2i 3=2:
Taking si large enough that (Psi n P) < 2 2i 3=2, we have that for any s  si,
(fA 2 Ps: (Psj(A  k)) < 1   2
 2i 3g) < 2
 2i 3:
Now assume, by induction, that ni 1;s has stabilized. If s  si and ni;s  ki, then ni;s has
also stabilized. Hence, its value changes only nitely often. Taking ni = lims ni;s, we have
shown that I = fn0;n1;n2;:::g is innite. By construction, it is a co-c.e. set.
Now we ask, for how many A 2 P is A[ni   1   A(ni)] not in P? If (Pj(A  ni)) 
1   2 2i 3, then the probability that A[ni   1   A(ni)] = 2 P is at most 2 2i 3. Thus by
the choice of ni,
(fA 2 P: A[ni   1   A(ni)] = 2 Pg)  2
 2i 3(P) + 2
 2i 3  2
 2i 2:
In other words, fnig is P-indierent for all A 2 P except a set of measure at most
2 2i 2. We prove, by induction, that fn0;n1;:::;nig is P-indierent for all A 2 P except
a set of measure
Pi
k=0 2 k 2. For i = 0, it is immediate from the previous calculation.
Assume that it is true for i   1. Take A 2 P for which fn0;n1;:::;ni 1g is indierent. If
fn0;n1;:::;nig is not indierent for A, then there is a B 2 P such that A and B agree
except on fn0;n1;:::;ni 1g, but B[ni   1 B(ni)] = 2 P. The measure of sequences B 2 P
with the latter property is at most 2 2i 2 and each agrees with 2i sequences A except on
fn0;n1;:::;ni 1g. Therefore, there are at most 2i2 2i 2 = 2 i 2 sequences A for which
fn0;n1;:::;ni 1g is indierent but fn0;n1;:::;nig is not. This proves the claim.
Take A 2 P. If fn0;n1;:::;nig is P-indierent for A, for all i, then I is P-indierent
for A. This is because P is a closed set: if B agrees with A on I, then it is the limit of
elements of P, hence also in P. Thus,
(fA 2 P: I is not P-indierent for Ag) 
1 X
k=0
2
 k 2 = 1=2:
Finally, let Ii = fni;ni+1;ni+2;:::g, which is again an innite co-c.e. set. By the same
reasoning as above,
(fA 2 P: Ii is not P-indierent for Ag)  2
 2i 1:
For large enough i, we have 2 2i 1 < ".
Recall that a sequence is 2-random if it is Martin-L of random relative to ;0. By analyz-
ing the previous proof, we will show that there is an innite co-c.e. set I that is indierent
for every 2-random sequence with respect to the class of Martin-L of random sequences. It
is natural to ask if there is an innite I  N indierent for every 2-random sequence with
respect to the class of 2-random sequences; by relativizing Theorem 14, we can show that
this is impossible.
17Corollary 23. There is an innite co-c.e. set I that is MLR-indierent for every 2-random
sequence.
Proof. Let I be the innite co-c.e. set given by the proof above applied to P = 2! n[R1].
We claim that I is MLR-indierent for every 2-random sequence. Fix i. Using ;0, we can
nd an s such that (Ps n P)  2 2i 1. Let
Gi = fA 2 Ps: Ii is not P-indierent for Ag:
If Ii is not P-indierent for A, then some nite subset of Ii is not P-indierent for A; this
follows from the closure of P. So Gi is a 0
1[;0]-class uniformly in i. Furthermore,
(Gi)  (Ps n P) + (fA 2 P: Ii is not P-indierent for Ag)
 2
 2i 1 + 2
 2i 1 = 2
 2i  2
 i:
So (Gi)i2N is a Martin-L of test relative to ;0. Hence, if A 2 P is 2-random, then Ii is
P-indierent for A, for some i. Now assume that B agrees with A on I. Then there is a B0
that agrees with A on Ii and diers from B on a nite set. Because Ii is P-indierent for A,
we have B0 2 P, so B0 is random. Thus B is also random. Therefore, I is MLR-indierent
for any 2-random A 2 P.
We still must handle the case of a 2-random A = 2 P. Consider the 0
1-classes
Si =
n
X: no A 2 P agrees with X on f0;:::;ig
o
:
It follows from Lemma 2 that limi (Si) = 0. Using ;0, we can pick out a subsequence
(Sim)m2N such that (Sim)  2 m, making it a Martin-L of test relative to ;0. So, if A is
2-random (in fact, it is enough for A to be weakly 2-random), then there is an A0 2 P
that diers from A on a nite set. But this means that A0 2 P is 2-random, so I is
MLR-indierent for A0. Therefore, I is MLR-indierent for A.
7 Indierence for being absolutely normal
In Theorem 21 we showed that for any 0
1-class of positive measure P, there is a co-c.e.
P-indierent set. The next results uses the same technique but starting from a rather
simpler class of reals C and constructing a computable C-indierent set. The key point in
this construction is that the class C may not only be computably approximated, but the
error at each step of the approximation may be computably bounded.
Theorem 24. Let C be a 0
1-class with positive measure and let (Ci)i2N be a computable
approximation of clopen sets such that C =
T
i Ci. Let r: N ! Q be computable such
that (Ci n C)  r(i) and limi r(i) = 0. Then there is an innite computable set that is
C-indierent for a computable A 2 C.
Proof. Uniformly in s we dene (Cs;i)i2N, a c.e. sequence of nite clopen sets, a string
s 2 2<! and a function rs: N ! Q such that:
181. (Cs) > 0;
2. for all h1;:::;hs 2 f0;1g, 1h1 :::shsCs  C;
3. for any i, (Cs;i n Cs)  rs(i) and limi rs(i) = 0;
where Cs =
T
i Cs;i.
Construction. We dene the required objects by stages:
 Step 0. Let C0 = C and r0 = r.
 Step s+1. Suppose 1;:::;s, C0;:::;Cs and r0;:::;rs satisfying conditions 1{3 have
already been dened. Do the following search for n = 1;2;3::: At stage n:
{ Let  be the n-th string in the length-lexicographic order.
{ Let m be the least number such that rs(m)  2 jj 2.
{ If (Cs;mj)  3=4 then go to stage n + 1; else terminate the search.
Dene
s+1 = ;
Cs+1;i = Cs;ijs+10 \ Cs;ijs+11;
rs+1 = 2
js+1j+2rs:
Verication. The search of step s + 1 must eventually terminate because by Lemma 2
there is a string  with (Csj) > 3=4 and hence (Cs;mj) > 3=4 for all m. Suppose at
step s + 1 we nd string  = s+1 such that rs(m)  2 jj 2 and (Cs;mj) > 3=4. Then

 
Cs \ []

 
 
Cs;m \ []

  rs(m)
> 3  2
 jj 2   2
 jj 2
= 2
 jj 1
and therefore (Csj) > 1=2. Then
(Cs+1) = (Csj0 \ Csj1)
 (Csj0) + (Csj1)   1
= 2(Csj)   1
> 0:
This shows that condition 1 is true. Since both 0Cs+1 and 1Cs+1 are included in Cs,
condition 2 is also veried. To verify condition 3, let Ai = Cs;ij0, A =
T
i Ai, Bi = Cs;ij1
19and B =
T
i Bi. Since (Ai \ Bi) n (A \ B)  (Ai n A) [ (Bi n B) then
(Cs+1;i n Cs+1) = ((Ai \ Bi) n (A \ B))
 (Ai n A) + (Bi n B)
= ((Cs;i n Cs)j0) + ((Cs;i n Cs)j1)
 2
jj+2(Cs;i n Cs)
 2
jj+2rs(i)
= rs+1(i):
Finally, we dene A = 102030::: and we have that 1h12h23h3  2 C for any
hi 2 f0;1g. Hence, for i  1 we dene ni = i 1+
P
1si jsj and we dene the computable
C-indierent set as fn1;n2;n3 :::g.
The idea of normality for reals is that every digit and block of digits appears equally
frequent in its expansion for base q. Of course, this denition depends on the base. Abso-
lutely normal reals are normal in every base. More precisely, a real A is normal in base q
if for every word  2 f0;:::;q   1g
lim
n!1Q(A;q;;n)=n = q
 jj;
where Q(A;q;;n) denotes the number of occurrences of the word  in the rst n digits
after the fractional point in the expansion of A in the base of q. A is absolutely normal if
it is normal to every base q  2. Let AN be the class of all absolutely normal reals. Each
random real is absolutely normal, but the reverse is not true.
An exponential complexity bound for computing an absolutely normal number follows
from the work of Lutz [9], Ambos-Spies, Terwjin and Zheng [2] and Ambos-Spies and
Mayordomo [1] on reals that are random with respect to polynomial-time martingales (i.e.,
no polynomial-time computable martingale succeeds on such a real). On the one hand, one
can formulate a quadratic-time computable martingale which succeeds on all reals in [0;1]
that are not absolutely normal. Therefore, being n2-computably random already implies
being absolutely normal. On the other hand, they show that there exist n2-computably
random sequences computable in exponential time.
A direct construction of computable absolutely normal reals was shown in [3, 4]. The
construction is based on the existence of a sequence (Di)i2N such that Di+1  Di  [0;1],
and such that D =
T
i Di has positive measure and only contains absolutely normal reals.
Each Di is the union of nitely many intervals with rational endpoints. Furthermore, the
whole sequence is computable, in the sense that we can bound the error at each step, i.e.
there is a computable function r: N ! Q such that (Di n D)  r(i) and limi r(i) = 0.
Moreover, each (Di)i2N is uniformly computably, that is, there are computable functions
f : N  N ! Q \ [0;1] and g: N ! N such that
Di =
g(i) [
j=1
(f(i;j);f(i;j + 1)):
20Now, there is nothing special in Theorem 24 requiring Ci to be clopen instead of nite
sets of intervals with rational endpoints. One could replace C and (Ci)i2N with the sets D
and (Di)i2N described above and the same argument goes through. Then, we obtain the
following result:
Corollary 25. There is an innite computable AN-indierent set for a computable set.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 24 and the discussion above.
This also shows that there are absolutely normal reals not only in the degree 0, but in
each Turing degree, in fact, in each non-trivial many-one degree. This, of course, is false
for random reals.
Corollary 26. For every A = 2 f;;Ng, there is an absolutely normal real B such that
A m B.
Proof. By Corollary 25, let I = fn0;n1;n2;:::g be an innite computable AN-indierent
set for a computable ~ B. Let A 2 2! and dene B in the following way: B(ni) = A(i) for all
i 2 N and B(n) = ~ B(n) if n = 2 I. Since ~ B is absolutely normal, B also is. By construction
it is clear that A m B, and if A = 2 f;;Ng, B m A.
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